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IHRA MEMBERS’ OPINION SURVEY 
PINEWOOD STUDIOS SCREEN HUB AND WELCOME BREAK M25 SERVICES

INTRODUCTION

In December 2020, IHRA sent out a survey to all of its members to ascertain their views on two major 
developments proposed for Iver Heath:

1. Pinewood Studios Screen Hub complex and visitor attraction
2. Welcome Break’s M25 Motorway Services Area

All IHRA members were sent a copy of the survey, either by email using Mailchimp on Tuesday 
1st December 2020 (with a reminder on 6th December) or, for those members who wish to be contacted 
by mail, by hand delivery on Wednesday 2nd December. A deadline for responses was given of 9th

December when the online version of the survey was closed at midnight. A couple of extra days were 
allowed for hard copy responses to reach us by 2nd class mail.

RESPONSES SUMMARY
A total of 124 responses were received representing approximately 50% of current IHRA member 
households.  The majority of respondents provided comments qualifying their answer. Analysis of the 
comments is contained in this report, which is specifically focused on the Pinewood Studios’ planning 
application.

PINEWOOD STUDIOS SCREEN HUB

As is clear from the charts above, there was overwhelming objection to Pinewood Studios’ proposal. 
Reasons qualifying these objections are set out in this report. 
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PINEWOOD STUDIOS SCREEN HUB AND VISITOR ATTRACTION

BACKGROUND TO PROPOSAL

On 30 September 2020, Pinewood Group submitted their first outline planning application to build a 
‘Screen Industries Global Growth Hub’ on the 77-acre site to the south of the existing studios in Iver 
Heath. The new site is planned to include: 

• A 350,000 sq ft visitor attraction projected to attract 2 million visitors a year and up to 8,500 
visitors a day, seven days a week from 9am until 9pm. 

• Access points from the A412 and Pinewood Road 
• Film production facilities including sound stages  
• Workshops and offices 
• An education and training skills hub plus campus 
• A creative industries business growth hub 
• Parking for 2,341 cars plus coaches and cycles

Pinewood Studios state that the new complex is anticipated to require 3,500 full time employees. 

RESULTS

MEMBERS’ SUPPORT OF OR OBJECTION TO THE PLANNING APPLICATION

IHRA members were given a multiple choice question asking whether they strongly supported; 
supported; were neutral; objected to or strongly objected to the planning application.

Overall, 16% of members objected and 74% strongly objected to the planning application, with 3% 
remaining neutral.

Fewer than 1% strongly supported Pinewood’s planning application and 6% supported it, although 
a number did so with caveats.
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COMMENTS ANALYSIS

IHRA members were asked to provide reasons for their answer in a ‘Comments’ box. Of the 124 
respondents, 115 (93%) provided comments with one or more reasons. As there were clear trends 
to the reasons given, these were categorized, summarized and counted. 

Comments against the application

Comments supporting the application

Within the comments, the majority of reasons given were factors that would have an overall 
detrimental effect on Iver Heath. 41% of reasons cited were around excessive traffic, inadequate 
local infrastructure and parking issues. 

When respondents’ comments were broken down, a total 326 reasons were given. 6% of the 
reasons supported the application and 94% were reasons against the application.

Summary of reasons given (%) 

All reasons given (%) 
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Breakdown of reasons given against Pinewood Studios’ planning application (%) 

Concerns around the increases in traffic on the already congested roads of Iver Heath represented 29% 
of the reasons given for objection and 11% were concerns that the local infrastructure could not cope. 

Nearly a quarter of the reasons given within the ‘Comments’ section related to environmental issues 
such as loss of green belt and green space as well as the negative effects of air and noise pollution. 

Some representative comments to illustrate the points made by members have been pulled out below.

“Vast increase in volume of traffic, leading to even more air pollution in this area. The proposed taking of more very 
valued green belt land.“

“Pinewood has already taken far too much green belt. Existing roads cannot handle any more traffic. Time to call a 
halt to the studios’ expansion.”

“Environmental pollution is already at very high and dangerous levels as traffic moves between the M25, M4, M40, 
A40 and A412. This puts many Iver Heath residents, particularly young children and older people, at a much higher 
risk of suffering illnesses such as asthma, bronchitis and other breathing disorders.”

“Traffic, pollution and use of greenbelt land. Together with noise, impact on the wildlife , environment and closure 
of Peace Walk.”

“This major project will undoubtedly have a significant impact on the residents of Iver Heath.  It will attract a huge 
volume of traffic to an area already saturated with traffic.  This traffic already causes congestion at peak times 
throughout the day. There will be an increase in pollution from the increased traffic in a designated air quality 
management area.  The environment in Iver Heath will be impacted from the loss of another green space.”

“The road and transport infrastructure in the village of IH and surrounding villages is not adequate to cope with the 
additional traffic that a Screen Hub would create.  Local roads are under considerable pressure since the expansion 
of Pinewood Studios during the last ten years without the additional traffic that Phase 3 will bring.”

“Global warming is a fact of life hence I feel green belt land and another green space should be conserved and not 
built on, especially for entertainment purposes.”
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APPENDIX: The Member Survey
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